ARCHERY AUSTRALIA NEWS
2016 - 31
POSITION VACANT
Following the resignation of Lorinda Rugless as Archery Australia High Performance Manager
Archery Australia are seeking written applications for this position based in Brisbane.
The position is currently being advertised on Seek CLICK HERE and Sportspeople CLICK HERE.
Applications close on 31st December 2016 with written applications to be sent to
info@archery.org.au

POSSIBLE NEW TARGET FACE
World Archery are currently testing a change in target face for Indoor tournaments for compound.

The face will see the same size for the 10 ring (no recurve 10 ring) but a reduced size for the 9, 8 and
7 scoring zones and a slight increase in size for the 6 zone.
The current face will remain for Recurve but will mostly likely do away with the inner 10 ring
currently used by Compound as the 10 scoring zone.
This will mean there could be two clearly different target face for indoor in the future.
The final decision will be made at World Archery Congress in October prior to the World Target
Championships.

POSSIBLE CHANGE TO WORLD INDOOR ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS
World Archery are also considering no longer holding the World Indoor Archery Championships
every two years but replacing with a new annual indoor championships.

The word is that the World Indoor Championships would be replaced by the current World Indoor
Cup series with the winners of the World Indoor Cup Final being declared the World Indoor
Champion for that year.
This plan is only in the discussion stage at present and will again need to be approved at World
Archery Congress in October prior to the World Target Championships.

2016 WORLD INDOOR CUP – Bangkok
Over the weekend the 2017 World Indoor Cup was conducted, with over 400 entrants.

Jonathan Milne from SOPA (NSW) shooting in the Men Para Open Compound won Gold in an
exciting 144 to 144 match against Russian Aleksander Zubar. The match went onto a tie with
Jonathan shooting a ten to win the match.

Also congratulations to Dawid Bester from SOPA (NSW) who placed second to Vadat Erbay from
Turkey in the Master Open Recurve.

ARCHERY AUSTRALIA SHOP
NEW PRODUCT
Eyetech Spotting Scope
The Eyetec 20-60x60 Zoom model provides great optical and mechanical properties at a surprisingly
affordable price!
The objective lens with a 60mm diameter provides a good light gathering capacity. With the 20 to
60-times magnification you can zoom onto various objects close and far.
Whether for nature observation, use in basic astronomy, hunting or observations in sport - this
scope is suitable.
The spotting scope comes with a small table top tripod and carry case.

$149.00 Archery Australia Members price $130.00
ORDER HERE
James Larven
Archery Australia CEO

